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PREFACE
For the success and safety of future manned and
unmanned space missions, it is necessary to acquire as much
information as possible about the types and energies of
particles in interplanetary space. Though some information
is available about cosmic rays in the vicinity of Earth, no
satellite or space probe measurements have as yet been made
in regions as distant as Mars
Reliable theoretical estimates of cosmic ray in-
tensities in space would, therefore, be extremely useful.
A program has been undertaken to calculate the distribution
of stable secondary particles resulting from high energy
collisions of cosmic rays with the interstellar gas. As
part of this effort, we have computed the energy distribu-
tion of electrons from pion decays in interstellar space.
I would like to thank Dr. James Joseph, Dr.
Melvin Ferentz and Dr. Frank R Pomilla for their--helpful
d
iscussions and constructive suggestions. To Dr. 'Nevil
Milford I wish to express my ° sincere gratitude for his
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technical counsel during the long course of this work.
Thanks are due to my employer, the Grumman Aircraft
Engineering Corporation, for its interest in this problem
and for the use of its IBM 7094 computers. I gratefully
acknowledge the support of the National Aeronautics and
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As cosmic rays journey through the interstellar
r'	 gas they collide with the atoms and molecules of the gas.
Since both the cosmic rays and the interstellar gas are
comprised largely of protons, proton-proton events are ex-
pected to be of greatest importance. When the collision
energy is sufficiently above the thresbold for production of
.'	 additional particles, charged pi mesons are priduced in
'	 abundance. The charged pions rapidly decay, chiefly into
mu mesons and neutrinos. The muons are likewise unstable,
and disintegrate immediately into electrons and neutrinos.
It is the purpose of this work to determine the
energy spectra ofa electrons resulting from the decay of
F	 charged pions via the r-µ-e mode in interstellar space.
Since the lifetime of both pions and muons is very much
smaller than the mean time between collisions in inter-
stellar space, decays in flight must be considered.
Previous investigators estimating the equilibrium
If
`energy C-stribution of electrons in space have had; to deal





Hayak,Aaa and Okuda (1962), Jones (1963), and Oinzburg and
Syrovat-skii (1964) . In each of these papers, to simplify
the mathematical formulation the authors assumed: (1) an
isotropic angular distribution of electrons in the muon
rest system, and (2) sufficiently large values of the pion
energy that the muon travels at the same speed as the pion.
Numerical values of the electron energy distribu-
tion from pion decay are presented by none of these authors;
in each case the expression representing the Tr-p, -e process
is directly combined with the distribution of charged pions
4k. a
from cosmic ray	 productioncollisions to obtain the 	 spec-
4
trum of electrons from these collisions.
i
L	 Our analysis of the v-p -e decay makes neither
of the two common assumptions. The treatment starts with
the known asymmetric distribution of electrons from muon
decay
	 Yin the muon rest system. A Lorentz transformation to
the pion rest frame i.s performed, after which the muon dis-
tribution from pion decay is introduced. A second rela-
tivistic transformation is then made to the frame in which
the pion is moving.
Calculations of the electron- energy spectra have
,t
been made on an IBM 7094 computer for values of the pion




ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION` FROM MUON DECAY
The known asymmetric distribution of electrons
from moon decay in the muon rest frame is taken as the
starting point for the analysis.
Muon Rest Frame
Consider the decay p - + e + v + v. The energy
andangular distribution of electrons in the muon center-of-
mass system (µCMS) due to a fully polarized muon is given
by (]Bouchiat and Michel [1957]. Lee and Yang [1957a],
13
1	 2
= a parameter that depends on the interaction
C = the normalization constant.
The velocity of light is taken as unity throughout.
Since the parameter q could be determined only
at very low energy, its value is not known. The q -
dependent terms contribute only at small momenta, and be-
cause of the form of the distribution in Eq. (1), have very
little effect on the over-all spectrum (Vaisenberg [19601).
Therefore this contribution is ignored.
Equation (1) could be improved by the inclusion
of radiative corrections.
	
The first order corrections are
quite complicated.
	
They are found to be small, however,Ft ' and affect the over-all spectrum onlyP	 _ Y slightly Kinoshita(
M
and Sirlin [1957b]), Berman . [19581), so the	 arey lected,gne-	 j
Normalizing the distribution to unity
t
W	 'jT'	 2Tr












V _ 1	 (5)
where 
me 
is the electron mass
One can show that the (nondimensionalized) maxi-
mum energy (4) and momentum (5) of the electron in the muon
rest frame are given by (Baldin et al. [19611)
m	 m
	




^^ _ e	 (7)= —2 m	 m
e	 µ








The spin of the	 p in the pion center-of-mass
ii system (7rCMS)	 is known to be fully polarized in the direc-
tion of its momentum (Vaise-nberg [1960], Backenstoss et al.




the µCMS the muon spin S^ remains parallel to the trans-
formation axis (Ascoli [1958], aligner [1957], Williams
[19617). Thus the angles that the electron momentum makes
with the muon spin direction and with the axis of ,Lorentz






Fig. 1 Lorentz Transformation in 
iA 
Decay
The energy distribution N in any frame is re-
^t
lated to the corresponding momentum distribution M by
l
	
"	 M (P S 6)	 P N (E 31 6)	 (9)E
We now transform from the µCMS to a system moving in the
-s direction (we shall later specify the 7rCMS).µ
The electron momentum distribution in the new
system is related to that in the µCMS by
J
I ` ti ti nu' ti ti
M(P6	 dP dSl
e'	 a	 e e	 e 31	 e	 e e	
i	 ,J+
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With the introduction of the Lorentz transformation
equations
ry	
—	 —Ee = yµEe - ppPe cos 6e (12)
ry	 _
Pe cos e e = y Pe cos 8e pµ E µ (13)
where T and p are the energy and momentum of a particle
ff with




a2 = 2 (tryµ	 pµ	 1(µ )
a3 = W(^ yµ _ 3pµ ) (16)
a4 	2 (tryµ pµ - I'Yu 2 - ^ pµ 2 )
^'.
_	
_	 2a 5	 2 (l yµ pµ	 pµ )	 •
It will be noticed that the bars denoting the 7rCMS	 have
been omitted onand	 p
µ	
for convenience
. In the new system the range of allowed directions
8	 of electron emission relative to the muon direction ise
dependent upon the electron momentum 	 Pe .	 It is shown in	 1
' Appendix A that for the case	 w > ryµ,	 with which we shall
^w
be concerned, that the range is given by
h
t







1	 yP 	,	 Pe > Pet
where






! rFY	 Ee „ w
yp M = --.-.-.
P1.4e
(20)
=^^	 w - pV
et 	 µ	 µ
^2l)
pet = 'Yµ V - pµw
^,
p V = v me (22)
44
The range of permissible	 E 	 values is	 Yµ - dependent.	 In
.h
Appendix A it is also shown that
F o max . ryµ w + pp V
1 (23)
pemax	 nµ V+pµwr
and, for	 w > yµ




To this point only the 	 p	 decay has been men-
tioned.	 For the	 p+	 decay, Eq. (1) Molds with the substi-
+tution of	 - for
	
The helicity of the p,	 in the
7FCMS




makes with the muon spin is the supplement of the angle it
makes with the axis of Lorentz transformation from the
1
vCMS . Thus the a+ from µ+ decay  will also obey Eq. .) ,
ry
Mere 6 is now the angle between P and the (indicated)
	
where	 ee
direction of the Lorentz transformation axis See Fig. 2
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ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN PION REST SYSTEM
Mee in Eq. (15) is the electron distribution in
the TrCMS relative to the direction of the parent decay
muon. Each individual muon will in general have some
direction with re,nect to a given fixed set of axes in the
vCMS system. We wish to relate the electron direction to
such a set of axes.
Fixed Set of Axes
Define a fixed system 	 xyz	 in the	 vCMS. Consi-
-der a set of Eulerian rotations (Figs. 3 	 8):
(1) Rotate clockwise an angle 	 r/2-µ about the
z	 axis.
	
Call;, the new axesr^
(2) Rotate clockwise by	 ^	 about the axis,
call the new axes	 x'y'z'.
(3) Rotate counterclockwise	 cp	 about the z'
ps
axis; call the new axes 	 x"y"?".
(4) In the	 x" z"	 plane, the angle	 a is defin-












Fig. 3 The Transformation Fig. 4 The Transformation	 y
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about the y" axis.
We shall take z' as the direction of the muon
and the x"z" plane as the plane in wi ieb the electron is
einit:ted. The angles T and µ without subscript will
refer to the muon.
The transformation between the x"y"z" system and












+ cos? nosµ, siDT
el+ COST sir .t sine
iy. F _ - si	 sinr4i	 T cos µ sin T I-sinT Cos( e (26)e I e
P
cosT cosµ coscp ^+ cosTe sirs COScpe
f
sinT co sinA sir4i COST
Pe sin 6e
(P ^^)= P	 ^^
.r
= p (27)e e e












(Pe)	 Pe Pe (28)
se
The	 ae , Vie,	 and	 fi e 	are the direction cosines of the
electron
ae = sin -A 	 µe
r Pe = sin Ae sin µe (29)
ry ,
5 e - cos Te
The distribution	 (MT)	 relative to the new coordinate sys-
+	 .. tera is related to that in the old 	 (Me) by
M(P, T,µ) dQ	 MCP, e, ^)T	 e	 e	 e	 ^	 9	 e	 e	 e	 6 {
(30)
l` JM P	 e T	 A6 	 e	 e	 e	 a	 e	 e	 e dnT
with
4	 . a(cos 6e,	 CPe)
f





This is a transformation between two polar coordinate sys-
tems; one finds the Jacobian	 J = 1	 as might be expected,





Define M (p^L, SZ) dpµdQ as the number of muons
produced in the range pµ to pp + dpµ , Q to SI + dQ
by a pion in the rrCMS . ML 
a 
(pµ , n Pe' Ste) dPedQe is the
number of electrons produced in the range Pe to Pe +
dP es Ste to n  + dne, by a muon Df momentum Pµ
 and
direction S2.
The Mee in Eq. (15) is the electron spectrum
from the decay of a single moon. Since we wish to obtain
13
Mme , the distribution of electrons resulting from the
decay of a single pion, we must integrate over all possible
muon momenta and directions:
M dP M	 dP ctQ	 M (p , Q)





in the	 vCMS	 are given by (Baldin et al. [ 1961])
m	 m_
T	 = 2 m + m (34)µ	 µ	 T
Pµ	 2 (35)m	 m
Therefore,
M	 e (Pe^ Qe) = 47r M e (p y n;	 Pei S^ F )CIQ (36)
where again the bar has been dropped on 	 pµ for conveniences
a
The relation between	 0 	 and the new angles	 Te
is found from Eq. (25)and	 µ
e
cos 6e - sire T sin 7^e cos U + cos T cos Te	 (37)
i
where
` Thus it turns out that the integration in Eq. (36) depends
on	 µ,	 and	 µ e	 only through their difference 11
J
U.	 This
must be so, for it is simply the statement that the electron-
distribution from a pion decay has azimuthal symmetry about
f: the	 z	 axis.	 Physicallythe	 z	 axis means nothing as	 et,g	 _ y






! symmetry, not just azimuthal symmetry.	 It will be seen
subsequently that the formulas do in fact yield this result.
The Jacobian of the transformation -}
U)	 is unity, so that	 M in Eq. (36) can simply be
identified with	 sin 7\ d T dU. With the aid of Eq. (15)





e(Pe'	 e) = 4Tr F	 (aI E  + a2 Eel) L1
e
+ (a3 Pe + a4 E  Pe) (L2 sin 7\e + L3 cos 7\e)
w^
+ a	 P 2 (L	 sing5	 4 7\	 + L	 cos t T5	 ee e






LZ_ sin 7T cos Ud
(40)
L3 _ cos 7\ d S2
L 4 =	 sing T cos t U d a j j
L5 =	 cost T d 0
I
	
L6	 sin "A cos T cos U d 0 .
 f j
Mon Integrations
To evaluate the Li, one must determine the
region of integration	 ?^	 U	 as a function of the momentum.g	 g	 (	 y	 )
( Pe)	 and direction	 (Te)	 of the electron.	 From Fig. 8 it
can be seen that for each	 0 	 the geometry restricts the
combinations of	 (T, U)	 that can contribute to a particular
Te ,	 To determine the actual limits of the 	 (, U)	 inte-
I
u
gration in Eq. (40), one must _therefore take into account,
the range of	 8e 	 values given by Eq. (18).
We choose to integrate over the muon polar angle
first.
	
Solving Eq. (37) yields	 T- as a function of	 U















x-+ _ sin 7\ _	 (42)
^ 
where
y cos 8 e	 (43)
s _ sin Te cos U	 (44)
A2	 s2 + 6e2	 (45)
1
The juxtaposition of the + and + signs in Eqs. (41`) and
(42) is intentional; the identity sin g
 ?^ + cos t T 1
requires the + signs between the two terms in cos 	 to
_	 correspond to the + signs in sin T.
At this point the known physical and mathematical
restrictions are imposed on the expressions for T.. In
this manner it is possible to determine which of the roots
_	
z+ apply for particv"Lar combinations of Te: ee and
U (. Diagrams showing the variation of T vs. U with
@e as a parameter can then be constructed for this trans-
formation. The details of this procedure are presented in
Appendix B
The areas of <muon angular integration are found
to differ for.. < 7Te




picture the two cases. The curves shown are drawn wit:
arbitrary curvature since there is no need to determine.
their exact shape, Whether 25 e2. I is positive or negative
depends on the particular a value. The shaded area in
Fig. 9 corresponds to z ^ , the unshaded area to z+ . The
reverse is true for Fig. 10.
The regions between U = 0 and U = 
-7r mirror
those between U w 0 and U	 Since all the Li
integrals are even in U, one can treat positive U alone
and double the result.
We have made no systematic investigation of all
the symmetries involved. It became evid-ent in this and
later considerations that they do exist, however, and in





















+1	 Cos U-1 U




















Fig. 10 Region of Muon Angular Integration for Xe > ir/2








L4 L5 44/3 , Fe Petr	 C
For Pe > Pe t O ym _ y p (Pe) , so the situation as
considerably more complicated. It can be seen from the







?'e < 8 e max <Tr -?e
i
^r 
^e < 6e max
?^e > r/2	 ee max < r *Ae
t^ I
w
err- A e <ee max <Ae
Te < e max
The treatment of the integrations is lengtby; in Appendix C
is indicated a method of solution. In each of the six
cases (fortunately), the identical set of Li are obtained.
L1 a 27r (1 ym)








L3 = 7- (1 - ym2 ) cos Te
(47)
L4 3( 1 - ym) 2 + ym (1 + ym) (2 - 3 o e2t
L
	 Z ( 1 -
 y > [ 2 + Y ( 1 + y m) ( 3 5 2	 1)5 3	 m	 m	 m	 e
L
L	 r y (1 - y 2 ) sin 
Te 
cos \ e 	 P > P6	 m	 m	 e	 et
In the limit T  max Tr these reduce to "Eqs. (46) .
So the electron momentum and angular distribution
















22(l a ym ) a5 Pe	 (48),
This is independent not only of - µe but also of Ae . As	 -^
noted earl ier this is to be expected, since we have assumed
isotropic muon emission and azimuthally symmetric electron
emission relative to muon direction.
As a check on the correctness of Eq. (48) one can
r	 ,
.:..	
-•x*;.:v	 a. ,..w.»w. r auu+.v ,urn
	 .w... ,...,..
	 r... Y. a.. - '	 r .....	 .:..... . .y«.:....	
. 	









I	 S.S chip integrate over the electron direction and energy in the





TJ	 edE e 	e = 4Tr N7rue ( ym	 -1) dE ert-L
' E 	 min	 Ee min
E
e max
4 9,r + 47 —y(—y	
_ y > dEe 	(49)
'r	 p et
I
It is possible to demonstrate after a very considerable
volume of detail that the expression (49) does in fact re-
:-J
I















ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION IN LABORATORY FRAME
Equation (48) represents the distribution of
electrons in momentum and direction in the TrCMS.. The next
step then is to effect the final transformation to the pion
laboratory system (TrLS)
Transformation to Laboratory Frame
We choose the direction of the pion in the TrLS
N




 in the TrLS is given by
M`it , e )dP dQ	 J M (P [P , e ], e [P , e ]) dP dSZ	 (50)e e e e	 e e a	 e e a	 e e
with
r H P 
2 
E
J 2 .	 (51)
Pe Ee
The energy distri^Y^ t on N is related to the momentum dis -







.., ...,=sun;.:a:,, 	 >	 ,.	 'M ; ..._...^,..«u.mm ran,..,.aa.<«.+a • >aas	 ' °	 i6^51





The electron energy in the TrCMS is eliminated
via the transformation equation




In transforming the distribution (48), one must
take into account the two possible	 ym	 cases given by Eq.	 i
(18) .	 Let Nl	 designate the first of these	 (ym = -1)
and	 N2 the other (ym = y ).	 The differential spectra can
be shown to be
.w N	 0 (E0
Cm 3
ae ) 	






b 1 =36a^^me	 V	 e	 12a +12a	
^,2^2




r b=2 -12 a	 P	 'Y6r	 e P- 18 1 P P (55)a, e	 me-	 e
.'
b3 P 2 P 2-4a6	 Tr	 e




N2	 N 2 + N 2
Ti^L e 	 Mj e	 7T^L e
N 2 (E e , 6 e) 2 Nl a (Ee, 8 e)^e	 ^
Cme3	
.^
Nye (E e , 6 e)	 r Pe(k1 'ye Pe
ry e2	 T e3
	
+k2 Pe +k3 1 +k4 +k5	 +k6—)
























We are specifically interested in the energy
spectrum alone, so we now integrate out the angular
it	 dependence. Call








€`E N1	 (E ) =7F^L e	 e B p	 b .'Re (63)
i=1
B 3^rrCme (64)$
Ri -y3 	 y2 (65) 
and
3



















where the b  are given.by Eqs. (55). Also
IV
4




fYG _ - 18
	























:g	 1	 t	 I
t1
,.^	 T =




T3 =	 (t	 1) t2
; f 1g
.r
T4 =	 ln(t+	 t2-1 ) [
;r where
,I!
t = ry^ rye _ p^ Pe y (71)
 ^3
` The limits will be explained shortly.
r After transformation from the 7rCMS	 to the TrLS
the range of permissible directions for a given electron
momentum Pe	 is again restricted.	 It is proved in
Appendix A that





1_	 Pe pe t
ry.. < w	 JYm = 1
.r YX	 Pe > Pet I
4 ( 7 3)
































Likewise, the range of eye	 is dependent upon	 T .	 It is
also shown in Appendix A that
pe max _ ^^- v + p^ w	 (78)
1
^e min	 (79a)
'YIT 'w	 p7 v , lyV > w
It is necessary to determine, in terms of TrLS
t^
quantities, the circumstances under whicb either N or
N2 is required, with the appropriate angle limits.
Appendix D contains an analysis of the problem by means of
thero erties of momentum ellipses. Table I summar^'p p	 p	 zes
the results of these considerations. It is found that one
must treat four well-defined ranges of pi meson energy.
.sue






interval is further subdivided into three or four
regions of electron energy.
F The new quantities used in Table I are defined by
'Yes	 'YTr 'yet 	PT pet
(80a)







Equations (34), (23), and (21) give	 ,	 E	 ,	 anda max
Eet ,	 respectively.
Alternate Equation Forms
For calculatonal purposes it is convenient to
LL
recast some of the equations.	 Accordingly, we rewrite
-:ri























LIMITS ON ELECTRON DIRECTION
ty7, Range	 lye Range	 y1	 y2	 Y3
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A similar expression is useful for f V Because strong
cancellation occurs in	 'Y e  min'	 Ye s ' and	 Yet for large
T T	 values, it is desirable to rewrite these as
TPe
lye min = f	 v +T	 M ry r T 7F > w (79b)
Yes	











TV TV < w (75b)
7F
7r
The cancellation becomes quite severe in	 R	 and S.	 also
as	 y	 increases,
Tr
especially for the larger	 7e values.













X P7 P e
,	 ry et	 g
r	 (89)t P  Pe
any
"Y^ ^e	 p Pe _ f `y + fe 'Y, - f ,^ fe 	 (90)
	
kr 	 For the casey3 	 1, y = yt, the Ri take the form
R
2R = r  (2 - r^)	 (91)A 
2R3 r  (3 - 3r  + r 
For Y2 yx instead of 
yA2 
yt , r  merely replaces
q7:
r	 For }he S a factor of 1/2 a ears in each R
	
^..:	 t	 i	 Ph 





^i. S _ S1 [2 - (r + rt) ]	 (92)	 ),a	
....
„_.......	 . , 
	










S3 = S 1 [ 3 - 3(r + r r ) + rt2 + r 2 + rX rt
 a
Formula Checks
Onc can again use normalization, this time in the
TrLS, as a check on the final formulas and limits. For the
highest energy case, T7r > w, this has been done analyti-
cally. The detail hexe is even more irarmense and complicated
than in the vCMS . Consequently this would, appear to
constitute a rather good check on the numerous expressions
and limits involved.
A numerical check on the normalization was in-
^, a corpoxated into the computer program for calculating	 N,7111 e.
r'
^i This will be discussed in a later section.
It can be shown analytically that 	 NTu2	 vanishes
for all four cases in 'fable I at bothy
	
and
e max	 _fie min'
c
This is a natural consequence of the fact that the muon
distribution in the	 TrLS	 from pion decay- falls to zero inJ 1
a step function at the upper and lower muon energy limits.
it is also possible to prove, after considerable
ery
manipulation, that the	 Nye	 expression reduces, as	 p7r








Extensive use was made of the IBM 7094 computers
at Grumman Aircraft to obtain numerical results. Seven
separate programs of varying size, several of which are
discussed below, were writtenand used by the author in the
cour se of the work.
Electron Distribution Function
1
The first and largest program computes the
electron distribution function N
	
for the desired pion^ e
energies entered as machine input. For each y	 Nye is
n„
^; 1
found for a large number of electron energies according to
a systematic pattern. It appeared f:Lom earlier eonsiera-
r	 tions that a loga.rithrcaic `Y	 scale would be advantageous
3f }
	
	 for present uses, so the pattern of y values to be used
was chosen on this basis. hn addition, a provision is
ii,corporated whereby th e rate of change of N7li e between

















calculated at the median rye point.
Because hand calculations had irdicated possible
cancellation problems, double-precision is employed in the
instructions leading to N,e.
After the electron distribution function is cal -
culated for the complete group of rye values, the normal -
ization is computed to check how closely it approximates
unity. This is accomplished by numerical integration of the
N 7iji e rye points using a parabolic approximation method
that allows f or the unequal rye increments.
The program generates for each ryT, , in addition
to the extensive, printed results, a deck of punched cards
containing the Ny e values, with one card al l otted to each
and the corresponding N
	
value. The output decksre	 p	 g ^e	 P
fq	 were extremely useful in later programs to be discussed
below, and 'are expected to be used also in the future
applications of the electron distribution.from pion decay.
Calculations on the 7094 computer were performed
Y	 for twenty-six T values corresponding roughly, in p4.on-
kinetic energy, to 3, 10, 20, 40, 60 $ ,80 $ l00 $ ,20&$ 400,
600 and 800 mev, and 3 2 4 p 5 6 t 8s 10o 15 2 20 2 30  40
.	 602 80 2 100, and 110 bev. This range embraces TV values
I"
in all four of the regions of Table 1. - According to the
F._ Landau hydrodynamical .model (Milford- et al. [1964]),  100 mev
s38
4^a
pions would be produced in proton -proton collisions having
S
a collision energy of the order of 10 bev. 	 This corresponds
1
to the energy region in whic h cosmic ray protons are most
abundant ( 1 - 10 bev).
Experimental results (Bardon et a1. 	 [1959 1, Plano .r
[1960], Ali-Zade et al,	 [1961 1) confirm the theoretical pre-
diction (Lee and Yang [ 1957b) that the value of	 in Eq. _.
F	 ,	 ;
I (1) is quite close to unity; consequently we have adopted
= 1	 in all our computations.
A third, very convenient form of output that is
incorporated into the program is a machine-generated graph
r
of the results.	 Basic Calcomp (plotting) routines available
were utilized to write a routine which creates a variable-
length logarithmic scale for	 y .
	
The reader should take
care to observe that the ordinate 	 N7T^Le	 will be plotted to
one of three possible scales, and with a -variable power-of-
('
f
-ten	 factor,	 for	 Thescale	 computed	 the particular ^yV .	 pro-
1gram selects the	 Ne	 scale which permits optimum use of
the ordinate.
o,
I	 ^ The -values of the distribution function are
plotted in Graphs 1 to 26 and listed in Tables II to XIV.
It will be seen that a large Lzumber -ofe
	
values are used
j for each pion energ;;°.	 This is done explicitly (1) to obtain 1






vectors drawn between adjacent points, and (2) to secure a
reasonably accurate numerical check on the normalization.
Quite clearly, except for a few regions where
rapid changes occur, the curves are very smooth.
The plotting routine in the NTr^te program was
modified somewhat and then incorporated into a program which
provides for up to ten curves to be drawn on the same graph.
The punch output of the N 77lie program serves as input for
the composite graphing routine. Graphs 27 to 30 were gener-
ated in this way to allow easy comparison of the variation
in the electron energy spectra with pion energy.
A program was also written to tabulate the values
I
r
of the electron distribution, using the punch output of the
s3
Nye program as input. Tables 11 to XIV were prepared in
this manner.
Normalization
The numerical checks on the normalization from the
N7r,-e program are quite good. 	 Of the 26 values of	 'Ye,
only one had a normalization constant that differed by more
that 1% from unity (1.4%), and in 20 cases the disparity
was less than 0.5%.
It was desired to see if the inclusion of addi-






the normalization, particularly the higher eye 	values,
which provide the dominant contribution to the normalization,
and	 rye 	values in regions where	 N,,,,Q	 undergoes rapid
change.	 The	 Nw^te program has the useful option that the
distribution function can also be computed for individual
pre-selected ye values, instead of the logarithmic
pattern. A simple change of input data accomplishes this.
Additional N, 
e 
values were calculated for four
r
different pion energies (one in each ry7 region)	 11 for
ry7T = 1.02, 8 for ryV = 1.07, 6 for ry	 100, and 4 for
ly 	 800. The resulting output cards were inserted into
the output deck from the initial run, and the new deck then
A
	 th	 tf	 1 1 t . 	t-h
4
t
D erve	 a s	 e inpu	 o a program	 or reca_cu a ing
z
normalization.	 This latter program is similar in form to
Ell*
the previous normalization routine.
The results are impressive.	 The difference in
the normalization from unity decreases in all four cases by
factors ranging from 6.6 to 25.
	
The new normalization
difference is less than 0.025 %  in three of the cases, and
less than -0.08% in the fourth. 	 I;- is felt that this consti-
t
tutes a good check on the equations derived and used.
Computation Accuracy
As	 increases the calculational accuracy in
t
i







N pnd N2a deteriorates, particularly for the larger eye
values. In the region of 100 bev pion energy, th{? cancella -
tion of the b  R  and b  Si is very severe, in spite of
the recast equations (91) and (92). It is possible to ex-
pand the R 	 rearrange the sum 7 b  R  in another
form which seems to be satisfactory in this pion energy
range. This formula is expected to extend the computations
to higher ry,.
We have adopted the mass values of Snow and




 0.51098 mev. In view of the cancellation problem, it
was decided to perform a series of calculations with values
of the particle masses changed by at least the amount of
l
the estimated experimental error in order to see the effectlI
upon
	 N,qie .	 For the increased pion mass, 139.64 mev was
IT
used. For the muon, the extremes 105.67 and 105.63 mev were
adopted, and for the electron, 0.51100 and 0.51097 mev.	 If
isan increased mass	 designated by	 T	 and a decreased mass
by	 ,^,	 then the combinations 	 (m 	 m^, me) that were
tested may be signified by and
A, Computations were carried out for 'Y^-	 values of
1.02 _ 40	 100	 720	 and 800	 at least one in each	 ion
energy region).




function were not substantially different from before, it
is estimated that Nye is consistent to about for e
digits at 'y, = 800.
Cheek Calculations
To verify the Nye program results, extensive
calculations were performed on a desk calculator. Check
runs were made for y	 1.020 1.07 9 100, and 200 (one for
each fyV region) ; for each of these cases N,,,., Q was
calculated at one e in each electron energy range.
Before th e present mathematical formulation of
the problem, which covers all y values, was attempted,
another approach was used whereby one transforms directly
from the µCMS to the TrLS The derivations involve- an
!a	 assumption which is expected to be valid only for small
pion energies. The treatment is not very much different in
complication from that reported bete, A 7094 program,
checked out by even more extensive hand calculations than
. r here, was written and run.G
The results of the low p,^ approximation were
f
checked for y	 1.07 against the present more general
results The difference in N
	
was found to be never7ni e
greater than 20% 0 and was actually- less than 5 for 14 of




ELECTRON OtSTRI6Ut ON FUNCTION IPER MEV!
GAMMAP I ( =ry7)
GAMMAE (=.y e)	 1.0200E 00	 1.17700E 00
1,0000E 00 0. 00
0.200 ►)E 01 0.351E-04 0.368E-04
0.3000E 01 0.856E-04 0.897E-04
0.4000E 01 0.155E-03 0.163E-03
0.500GE 01 0.244E= -03 0.256E-°03
0.6000E 01 0.352E-03 0.369E-03
0.7000E 01 0.479E--0.3 0.501E-03
0.8000E 01 0.624E-03 0.652E-03
0.9000E 01 0.787E-03 0.822E-03
^a
1.0000E 01 0.967E-03 0.101E-02
0.1500E 02 0.213E-02 13.221E-02
0.2000E 02 0.368E-02 0.382E-02
r 0.2.500E 02 0.559E-02 0.580E-02	 <,
0.3000E 02 0.782E-02 0.808E-02
0.3500E 02 0.103E-01 0.106E-01
0.4000E 02 0.131E-01 0.134E-01
0.4500E 02 0.160E-01 0.164E-01
.
-0.5000`E 02 0.1`91E-01 0.195E-01
0.-5500E 02 0.224E-01 0.227E-01-
0.6000E,, 02 0.257E -01 0.250E-01
i
44	 l
TABL E II (CONTINUED)
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 1.0200E 00 1.0700E 00
0.6500E 02 0.290E-01
0.7000E 02 0.311E-01 0.264E-01
0.8000E 02 0.306E -01 0.248E-01
0.8600E 02 0.279E-01 i
09GOOE 02 0.254E-01 0.214E-01
0.9500E 02 0.216E-01
1.0000E_ 02 0.175E-01 0.-174E-01






0.1250E 03 -0.410E-02 0.726E-02
0.1340E 03 -D.194E-02
0.1370E 03 0.413E-02	 K
0.1390E 03 0.117E-02
E^	 0.1500E 03 0.253E -03
0.197E-02







ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 1.1500E 00 1.3000E 00
1.0000E 00 0. 0.
01 0.395E-040.2000E 0.446E-04
0.3000E 01 0.962E-04 0.108E-03
0.4000E 01 0.175E-03 0.196E-03
0.5000E 01 0.274E-03 0.308E-03
0.6000E 01 0.395E-03 0.443E-03
is 0.7000E 01- 0.536E-03 0.601E-03
0.801-00E 01 0.698E-03 0.781E-03
0.9000E 01 0.879E-03 0.983E-03
1.0000E 01 0.1,.08E-Q2 0.121E--02
0.1500E 02 0.236E-02 0.261E-02
0.2000E 02 0.405E-02 0.446E-02
0.2500E 02 0.668E-02
0.300U► E 02 0.849E-02 0.920E-02










ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 1.1500E 00 1.3000E 00
0.4000E 02 0.140e -01 0.146 F -0L
0.4500E 02 0.170E-01
0.5000E 02 0.196E-01 0.169E-01
0.6000E 02 0.218E-01 0.169E-01
0.7000E 02 0.214E-01 0.162E-01
0.8000E 02 0,198E-01 0.154E-01
0.9000E 02 0.179E-01 0*144E-01
1.0000E 02 0.158E-01 0.135E-01
0.1250E 03 3.101E-01 0.107E-0:1
0.150UE 03 0.453E-02 0.755E-02
0.1750E 03 0.425E-02
0.2000E 03 0.287E-03 0.198E-02
0,2346E 03 00
0.2-910E 03 0.
Ak 4- ^ gak-1
TABLE ?V
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEU)
GAMMAP I
GAMMAS 1.4500E 00 1.6000E 00
r
1.0000E 00 D. 0.
' 0.2000E 01 0.496E-04 0.546E-04
` 0.3000,E 01 0.120E-03 0.133E-03
0.40OUE 01 0.218E-03 0.240E-03
0.5000E 01 0.342E-03 0.375E-03
0.6000E 01 0.491E-03 0.538E-03
0.7000E 01 0.665E-03 0.728E-03
0.8000E 01 0.363E-03 0.943E-03
0.9000E 01 0.108E-02 0.118E-02
1.0000E 01 0.133E-02 0.145E-02
0.1500E 02 0.286E-02 0.310E-02
0.2000E 02 0.485E-02 0.521E-02
0.2500E 02 0.720E-02 -0.768E-02
0.3000E 02 0.983E-02 0.102E-01









TABLE IV	 (CONTINUED) 
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV')
a GAMMAPI
GAMMAS 1.4500E 00 1.6000E 00
y
,t
0.4000E 02 11.136E-01 0.121E-01
0.500CE 02 0.142E-01 U.121E-01
i	 7 0.6000E 02 0.138E-01 t ^119E-01
0.7000E 02 0.134E-01 0.116E-01
iL
0.8000E 0 2 0.129E-01 0.113E-O J




1.0000E 02 0.118E-01 0.105E-01
iV 0.1250E 03 0.101E-01
0.1500E: 03 0.818E-02 0.808E-02
0.1750E 03 0.606E-02
^.c
-0.2000E 03 0.380E-02 0.506E-02	
1
-nJ
.' 0.2500E 03 0.965E-03 0.200E-02W









ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAS 1.7000E 00 2.4000E 00
1.0000E 00 0. 0.
0.2UOOE 01 0.580E-04 0.811E-04
0.3000E 01 0.141E-03 0.195E-03
0.40OUE 01 0.254E-03 0.351E-03
0.5000E 01 D397E-03 0.546E-03
0.6OOUE 01 0.569E-03 0.779E-03
0.7000E 01 0.769E-03 0.105E-02
0.8000E 01 0.996E-03 0.135E-02





0.1500E 02 0.325E-02 0.420E-02
0.1750E 02 0.543E-02
0.2000E 02 0.544E-02 0.636E-02	 {{
0.2500E 02 0.797E-02
I
0.3000E -02 0.100E-01 3.722E-02jui












ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
tG1}MMAP I
GAMMAE 1.7000E 00 2.4000E 00
0.5000E 02 D.111E-01 0.714E-02
0.6000E 02 0.109E-01 0.708E--02
0.7000E 02 0.107E-01 0.701E-02
0.8000E 02 0.104E-01 0.694E-02
0.9000E 02 0.101E-01 0.685E-02
._ 1.0000E 02 0.981E-02 0.676E-02
r
0.1500E 03 0.788E-02 0.617E-02
4.2000E 03 0.545E-02 0.539E-02
0.25OUE 03 0.269E-02 0.445E-02
tr 0.3000E 03 0.900E-03 0.339E-02
0.35OUE 03 0.222E-02r,
0.4000E 03 0.385E-05 0.118E-°02
0.4200E 03 0






ELECTRON DISTRIBUTIOX FUNCTION (PER MEVI
;y
y, GAMMAPI
GAMMA E 3 .900, 0 E 0 0 5.3000E 00
^ 1.0000E 00 0. Q.
0.2000E 01 0.129E-03 0.172E-03
r' 0.3000E 01 0-.308E-03 0.406E-03
0.4000E 01 0.547E-03 0.713E-03
0.5000E 01 0.840E-43 0.108_E- 02
^. 0.6000E 01 0.118E-02 0.150E-02
'!	 v 0.7000E 01 0.157`E-02 0.197E-02
fi
0.8000E 01	 _ 0.199E -02 0.243E-02
0.9000E 01 0.245E-02 0.274E-02r^
1.0000E 01 0.293E-02 0.292E--02
0.1250E 02 0.383E-02t
0.1500E 02 0.415E-02 0.305E-02
0.2000E 02 0.420E-02 0.305E-02
0.3000E 02 0.420E-02 0.304E-02
i, 0.4040E 02 0.419E-02 0.304E-02
0.5000E 02 0.418E-02 0.304E-02
d r'^















0.7000E 02 0.415E-02 0.303E-02
0.8000E 02 0.414E-02 0.302E-02
' 0.9004E 02 0.412E-02 0.301E-02
1.0000E 02 0.410E-02 0.300E-02
0.1500E 03 0.397E-02 0.295E-02
0.2000E 03 0.379E-02 0._288E-02
0.3000E 03 0.332E-02 0.269E-02
0.4000E 03 0.270E--02 0.243E--02
0.5000E 03 0.198E-•C,2 0.2,12E--02
0.6000E 03 0.117E-02 0.177E-02
0.7000E 03 0.524E-03 0.137€-02
0.8000E 03 0.182E-03 -0.943E-03
t:
0.9000E 03 0.375E-04 0.548E-03













ELECTRON DISTRIBUMN FUNCTION (PER FtEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE. 6.7000E 00 8.2000E 00
1.0000E 00 0. 0.
0.2000E 01 0.214E-03 0.257E-03
0.3000E 01 0.499E-03 0.590E-03
0.4000E 01 0.864E-03 0.101E-02
0.50OUE 01 0-129E-02 0.148E-02
0.6000E 01 0.177E-02 0.179E-02
0e7000E 01 0-213E-02 \1.192E-02
0o8004E 01 0.231E-02 0.195E-02
11o9000E 01 3.238E-02 0.195E-02
1.0000E 01 D.239E-02 0.195E-02
0.1500E 02 0.239E-02 3.195E-02
0.2000E 02 0.239E-02 0.195E-02
All 0.3000E 02 0.239E-02 0.195E-02
0 * 4000E 02 0.239E-02 0.19,5E-02
0.5000E 02 04239E-02 0.195E-02
0.6000E 02 0.239E-02 0.194E-02
0.7000E 02 0.238E--02 0.194E-02
0.8000E 02 0.238E-02 0.194E-02
I54
TABLE VII (CONTINUED)
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUND FION (PER MEV
GAMMAPi
GAMMAE
	 6.7000E 00	 8.2000E 00
	0.9000E 02	 0.238E-02	 0.194E-02
	
1.0000E 02	 0.237E-02	 U.194E-02
	
0.150UE 03	 0.235E-02	 0.192E-02
	
0.2000E 03	 D.23LE-02	 0.190E-02	 {
r
	
0.3000E 03	 0.222E-02	 0.185E-02
	
0.4000E 03	 0.209E-0 2	 Q.• 178E-02
	0.5000E 03	 0.193E-02	 0.169E-02
1
.	 0.6000E 03	 0.174E-02	 0.158E-02	 1
	
0, 700UE 03	 0.153E-02	 0.146E-02
	0.8000E 03	 0.129E-02	 0.133E-02
	
0.9000E 03	 0.105E-02	 0.118E-02
	






















ELECTRON OISTRIBUTIUN FUNCTLOV (PER MEN')
GAMMAP I
GAMMA S 	 1. 50 00 E 0 1 	 3.J000E 01
1.0000E 00 0. 0.
O.15OUE 01 0.220E-03 0.374E-03
0.2000E 01 0.426E-03 0514E-03
0.2500E 01 0.661E-03
0.3000E 01 0.887E-03 0.527E-03
0.40001E 01 0.105E-02 0.520E-03
0. 5000E 01 0.106E-02 0.528E-03
-
0.6000E 01 0.10!6E-02 0.528E-03
0.7000E 01 0.106E-02 0.5128E-03




1.0000E 0.106E 0.529E-03_ 01 -02
j 0.150UE 02 0.106E=-02 0.529E-Oa	 r




0.4000E 02 0.106E-02 0.529E-03	 a
s 0.5000E 02 0.106E -02
}
0.529E-03
r 0.6000E 02 0.106E-02 0.529E--03
0.7000E 02 0.106E-02 0.529E-03
0.8000E 02 0.106E-02 0.529E-03
0.9000E 02 0.106E--02 0.`529E-03







ELECTRON DISTRIBUTON FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMA>P I
GAMMAE 1.5000E 01 3.O000E 01
0.1500E 03 0.106E-02 0.528E-03
0.2000E 03 0.105E-02 0.523E-03
0.3000E 03 0.104E -02 0.527E-03
0.400UE 03 0.103E-02 0.525E-03
0.5000E 03 0.102E-02 0.523E- 03 ,+
,..
,
0.6000E 03 0.997E-03 0.521E-03
' 0.7000E 03 0.975E-03 0.518E-03
' 0.8000E 03 0.950E-03 0.515E-03
0.9000E 03 D.923E-03 0.511E -03
1.0000E 03 0e$93E-03 r".507E-03
I
0.1500E 04 0.708E-03 0.481E-03
0.2000E 04 0.475E-03 -030.446E
0.2500E 04 0.219E-03
0.3000E 04 0.671E-04 0.354E-03












ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAN'[
ii
M GAMMAE 4.0000E 01 4.5000E 01 1
_ 1.0000E 00 0. 0.
- 1 0.1500E 01 0.366E-03 0.334E-03
``11r 	
rig, 0.2000E 01 0.390E•.:-03 .0.345.E-03
0.3000E 01 0.394E-03 0.349E-03
0.4000E 01 0.395E-03 0.351E-03
0.5000E 01 0.396E-03 0.351E-03
0.60OUE 01 0.396E-03 0.352E-03
0.7000E 01 0.396E-03 0.,352E-03
0.80OUE 01 0.396E-03 0.352E-03
0.9000E 01 0.396E-03 0.352E-03
1.0000E 01 0.396E-03 0.352E--03
r
0.1500E 02 0.396E-03 0.352E-03
a 0.20OUE 02 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.3000E 02, 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.4000E 02_ 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.5000E 02 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.6000E 02 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.7000E 02 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.8000E 02 0.397E-03 0.352E-03
0.9000E 02 0.396E-03 0.352E-O3	 K
1.000UE 02 0.396E-03 0.352E`-03
0.1500E 03 0.396E-03 0.352E-03 1
.4












0.300GE 03 0.396E-03 0.352E-03
0.4000E 03 0.395E-03 0.351E-03
0.5000E 03 0.394E-03 U.351E-03
0.600GE 03 0.393E-03 4.350E-03
0.7000E 03 0.392E-03 4.349E-03
0.8000E 03 0.390E-03 0.348E-03
0.9000E 03 0.389E-03 0.347E-03
1.0000E 03 0.387E-03 0.346E-03
0.1500E 04 0.376E--03 0.338)-03
0.2000E 04 3.361E-03 0.327E-03
0.3000E 04 0.319E-03 0.297E-03
0.000E 04 G. 265E-03 0.258E-03
0.5000E 04 0.201E-03 U.2 11E-03
0.6000E 04 0.130E-03 0.158E-03
0.7000E 04 0.635E-,04 0.100E-03	 a
i^
`: - 0.8000E 04- 0.253,E-04 .515E-04
I
y 0.9000E 04 0.699E-0.5 0.225E-04









ELECTRON FUNCTIONDISTRIBUTION	 (PER MEV)
i GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 6.0000E 01 7.2000E 01
:
1.0000E 00 0. 00
x
0.1500E 01 0.244E-03 0.196E-03
!x 0.2000E 01 0-.254E-03 0.208E-03
0.3000E 01 0.260E-03 0.215E-03-
0.4000E 01 0.262E-03 0.217E-03
0.5000E 01 D.263E-03 0.2113E-03
0.6000E 01 0.263E-03 0.219E-03
Jf
0.7000E 01 0.264E-03 0.219E-03
0.8000E 01 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.9000E 01 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
jj
1
1.0000E 01 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.1 500E1 02 .264 -030	 E 0.2 ^_ 0E-03
0.20001 02 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.3000E 02 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.4000E 02 3.264E-03 0.220E-03
J;
..	 5	 } Yom:..
A_	
_ -_. .
-	 ...	 ^r2	 mrx..	 C_.	







ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAS 6.0000E 01 7.2000E 01
0.5000E 02 0.264E-•03 0.220E-03
0.6000E 02 0.264E-03 G.220E-03
0.7000E 02 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.8000E 02 U o 264E-03 0.220E--03
0.9000E 02 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
1.0000E 02 D.264E-03 0.220E-0
0.1500E 03 0.264E-03 0.220E-':*;
0.2OOUE 03 0.2.64E-03 0.220E-03
0.3000E 03 D.264E-03 U.220E-03
0.4OOUE 03 0.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.5000E 03 3.264E-03 0.220E-03
0.6000E 03 0.263E-03 0.220E-03
0.7000E 03 0.263E-O?- G.219E-03
;J
0.8000E 03 0.263E-03 0.219E-03





' TABLE X	 (CONTINUED!
ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMiAE 6.00013E 01 7.2000E 01
r 1.0000E 03 0.262E-03 0.219E-03a
_ 0.1500E 04 0.258E-03 0.217E-03
0.2000E 04 0.253E-03 0,214E-03
0.3000E 04 0.240E-r0.3 0.206E-03
0.4000E 04 0.223E--03 0.196E-03
0.5000E 04 0.202E-03 0.183E-03
0.6000E 04 0.177E-03 0.168E-03 i
t
0.7000E 04 0.149E-03 0.151E-03
0.8000E 04 0.119E-03 0.132E-03
0.9000E 04 0.864E-04 0.112E-03
s
1.0000E 04 0.548E-04 0.901E-04
G 0.1250E 05 0.369E-04
0.1500E 05 0.505E-06 0.968E-05






















Y 0.2000E 01 0.142E-03 0.865E- 04
_.
0.3000E 01 0.152E -03 0.995E-04
0.4000E 01 0.155E-03 0.104E-03
f 0.5000E 01 0.156E-03 0.106E-03
_ 0.6000E 01 0.157E-03 0.107E-03
0.7000E 01 0.157E-03 0.108E-03
0.8000E 01 0.158E-03 0.108E-03
a 0.9000E 01 0.158E-03 0.108E-03
1.-G000E 0`1 0.158E-03 0.108E-03	 sw_
ii
4 0.1500E 02 0.158E-03 G.109E-03	 .
0.2000E 02 0.158E-03 0.109E-03
0.3000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03










0.5000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03
0.6000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03
C 0.7000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03
0.8000E 02 0,159E-03 0.109E-03
r^
0.9000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03i^
1.0000E 02 0.159E-03 0.109E-03
0.1500E 03 0.159E-03 0.109E--03
0.2000E 03 0.159E-03 0.109E-03
0.3000E 03 0.159E-03 0.109'E-03
0.4000E 03 0.158E-03 0.109E-03
0.5000E 03 0.158E-03 0.109E-03
0.6000E 03 0.158E,-03 0.109E-03
r 0.7000E 03 0.158E-03 0.109E-03
0.8000E 03 0.158E-03 0.109E-03	 1
0.9000E 03 0.`158E-03 0.109E-03
1.0000E 03 0.158E-03- Go109E-03
0,.1500E 04 0.157E-03 0.109E-03
0.2000E 04 0.156E-03 -.	 0.109E-03
0.3000E 04 0.153E-03 0.108E-0,





ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV1
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 10.0000E 01 1.4500E 02
0.5000E 04 0.144E-03 0.105E-03
0.6000E 04 0.138E-03 0.102E-03
y 0.7000E 04 0.131E-03 0.100E-03
0.8000E 04 0.124E-03 0.974E-04
N 0.9000E 04 0.115E-03 0.944E-04




0.15OUE 05 0.519E-04 0.709E-04
0.165UE 05 0.346E-04
t 0.1'► 50E 05 0.254E-*04
U ' 0.1900E 05 0.151E--04
k
0.-2000E 05 0.101E-04 0.455E-04
•'
0.2200E 05 0.379E-05











ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION	 (PER MEV)
GAMMAPi
OAMMAE 2.-0000E 02 2.9000E 02
r-n 0.1074E 01 O.
0.1200E 01 0.254E-05
0.1297E 0 1 00
0.1537E 01 0.272E-04
0 * 1649E 01 0.412E-05
0.2000E 01 0.-495E-04 0.156E-04
0.2500E 01 0.292E-04
0.3000E 01 0.662 E -04 0.367E-04
0.4000E 01 0.719E-04 0.443E-04
0.5000E 01 0.745E-04 0.480E-04 I
- 0.6000E 01 0.759E-04 0.500E-04
0.7000E 01 0.768E.-04 0,512E-04
0.13000E 01 0.774E-04 0.52GE-04
0.9000E 01 0.778E-04 0.525E-04
1.0000E 0,1 0.181E-04 0.529E-04
0.1500E 0`2 0.787E-04 0.539E-04
i
0.2000E 02 0.790E-04 0.542E-04
0.3000E 02 0192E--04 0.545E=04
.f









ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
T GAMMAE 2.0000E 02 2.9000E 02
t 0.5000E 02 0.792E-04 0.546E--04i;
-" 0.6000E 02 0.793E-04 0.546E-G4
43.7000E 02 1.793E-04 0.546E-04
I	 6
0.8000E 02 Q.793E-04 0.547E--04
^K
Ell 0.9000E 02 0.793E-04 0.547E-.i4	 1
1.0000E 02 0.793E-04 0.547E-04
Ul 0.1500E 03 0.793E-04 0.547E-04
}	 0.2000E 03 0.793E-04 0.547E-04
0.3000E 03 0.793E-04 0.547E-04




0.6000E 03 0.793E-04 0.547E-04
0.7000E 03 0.793E-04 0.547E-04
0.6000E 03 0.792E-04 0.547E-04
0.9000E 03 0.792E-04 0.547E-04
1.0000E 03 0.792E-04 0.547E-04
r
0.1500E 04 0.791E-04 0.546E-04
0.2000E , 04_ 0.790E-04 0.546E-04





ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
OAMMAE	 2.O000E 02	 2.9000E 02
67
0.4000E 04 0.781E-04 0.543E-04
0.5000E 04 0.774E-04 0 .541E-04
0.6000E 04 0.766E-04 0.538E-04
0.7000E 04 0.757E-04 0.535E-04
0.8000E 04 0.746E-04 0.531 E-04
0.9000E 04 0.734E-04 0.527E-04
1.0000E 04 0.721E-04 0.523E-04-
0.1501.E 05 0.638E-04 0.494E-04
0.2000E 05 0.530E-04 0.455E-04
0.2500E 05 0.402E-04
ryj




y 0.5464E 05 0,









ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
r_
^AMMAPI





0.3000E 01 0.127E-04 0.213E-05
0. 3500E 01 0.186E-04 0.583E-05
0.4000E 01 0.226E-04 0.102E-04
0.5000E 01 0.274E-04 0.160E-04
0.6000E 01 0.302E-04 0.193E-04
r
0.7000E 01 0.319E-04 0.214E-04
0.8000E 01 0.330E-04 0.228E-04
0.9000E 01 0.338E-04 0.238E-04
p	 " 1.0000E 01 0.344E-04 0.246E-04
x'
0.1500E 02 0.357E-04 0.263E-04
0.2000E 02 0.362E-04 0.270E-04
0.3000E 02 0.366E-04 0.274E-04
1
} 0.4000E 02; 0.367E-04 0.276E-04
0.5000E 02 0.368E-04 0.277E-04







TABLE XTTTT CONT IN JED )























0.3100E 03 0.369E-04 0.278E-04
if"
0.4000E 03 0.369E-04 0.278E-04
0.5000E 03 0.369E-04 0.278E-04
0.6000E 03 0.369E-04 0.278E•-04
0.7000E 03 3.369E-04 0.?78E-04
0.8000E 03 0.369E-04 0.2.78E-04
" 0.9000E 03 0.369E-04 0.278E-04
1.0000E- 03 0.369E-04 0.2.78E-04
0.1500E 04 0.369E-04 0.278E-04
0.2000E'04 0.36BE-04 0.278E-04
-0.3000E 04 0.368E-04 0.278E-04
0.4000E 04 0,.368E-04 0.278E-04







ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 4.3000E 02 5.7000E 02
0.6000E 04 0.366E-04 0.277E-04
0.7000E 04 3.365E-04 0.277E-04
0.8000E 04 0.364E-04 0.276E-04
0.9000E 04 0.363E-04 1.276E-04
,y
Jj1.000UE 04 D.361E-04 0.275E-04
0. 1500E 05 0.352E-04 0.271E-04
0.2000E 05 0.340E-04 0.265E-04
0.3000E 05 q.306E-04 0.250E-04
0.4000E 05 0.262E--04 0.230E-04
0.5000E 05 0.209E-04 0.206E-04
I
0.6000E 05 0.149E-04 0.177E-04
0.7000E 0.857E 0.145E-0405 -05
0.8000E 05 0.406E-05 0.111E-04
0.9000E 05 3.155E-05 0.743E-05 1











ELECTRON DI STRIBUTION FUNCTION
	 (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE 7.2000E 02 8.0000E 02
0. 27317E 01 0.
' 0.3 000E3 0 1 0.	 0	 -^^ 4E	 7
yl 0.31314E 01 0.
0.4v`00E 01 0.271E-05 0.110E-05
0.5000E 01 0.795E-05 0.476E-05 1
0.6000E 01 0.1113E-04 06877E-05
y^
0.7000E 01 0.143E-04 n.*114E-04
0v,8000E 01 0.160 E -04 0.132E- 04
.b 0.9000E 01 0.171E-04 0.145,E-04
1.0005E 01 0.18 0 E-04 154E-04
0'.150 uE 02 0.2,02E-04 0.178E-04
Ef`
^.N 0.2000E 02 0.210E-04 0.186E-04
;- 0.3000E 02 00 215E -04 0.193E-04
0.4000E 02 0.218E- 04 ''	 195.E-040. {
0.5000E 02 0.21BE-D4 0.196E- 04
I
0.6000E 02 0.219E-04 0.197E=04
0, 7000E 02 0.219E-.:34 ,3.197E-04
0.6000E 02 0.220E-04 0.197E-04
0.9000E 02 D.220E-04 0.198E-04






TABLE ?HIV( CON r l NUEO )
ELECTRON O1StR[BUflON FUINCT1ON (PER MEV)
tAMMAP 1
OAMMAE	 7.2000E 02	 8.0000E 02
	







0.3000E 03 0.220E-04 0.198E-04
-
0.4000E 03 0.220E-04 0.198E`04
0.5000E 03 0.220E-04 0.198E-04
0.600DE 03 4.220E-04 ).198E-04
0.7000E 03 0.220E-04 0.198E-04
i
0o 8000E 03 1.220E -14 0.198E-04
0.90017E 03 -040.220E 0.198E-04
1.000UE 03 0.22nE-04 0.198E-04
0.1500E 04 0.220E-04 1.198E- 04
0.2000E 04 0.2`20E-04 13.198E-04
0.30OUE 04 0.220E-04 0.19BE=04
'
0.4000E 04 0.220E-04 0.198E-04
F
0.5000E 04 0.2,20E--04 0.198E-04
0.600UE 04 0.220E-04 0`.198E-04
0.7000E 04 7.219E-04 0.19SE-04
O.dOOOE 04 0.219E--04 0.197E=04
0.9UOOE 04 0.2.19E-44 ;).197E=04
i<











ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION (PER MEV)
GAMMAPI
GAMMAE	 7.2000E 02	 8.v000E 02
1.O000E 04 0.219E-04 0.197E-04
^f 0.1500E 05 3.21TE-04 0.196E-04
0.2000E 05 1.214E-74 0.194E-04
4 0.3000E 05 0.206E-04 3.188E-04
" 0.4000E 05 0,106E-04 0.180E -04
0.5000E 05 0.183E -04 0.171E-04
r
0.600GE 05 0.168E-04 0.159E-04
0.7000E 05 0ti',51E-04 0.147E-04	 I
r n+
0.8000E 05 0.132E -04 0.13 3E -04
^.t, 0.9000E 05 0.112E	 ;4 0.117E-04
1.0000E 05 0.901E-35 0.101E-04
0,1150E 06 0.7417E-05
u
-0.1250E 06 3.368E-05 0.554E-05
0.135UE 06 3.386E-05	 i
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increases the peak of the distribution func-




1.02,	 N7T^Le	 reaches a peak value of7
0.31 x 10
- 1	
mev-1 .	 By	 T	 = 800, because of the greatly
enlarged electron energy range allowed, the maximum value
of	 N	 falls to 0.20 x 10
-4
 mev-1 .	 It should be noted	 y
r7T^Le
` that the portion of the curve following the plateau makes a
very substantial .contribution to the normalization which i
not iamnediately manifest from this metbod of plotting.
, It is not possible at this juncture to make
direct comparison with either experimental or other theo-
retical results.	 Hayakawa and Okuda ( 1962), Cones'(1963), 1,
:-' and Ginzburg and Syrovat-skii (1964) have treated the
Tr-µ-e	 decay only as an intermediate step submerged in the
calculation of the electron spectra from cosmic rays. ,.





electron flux eventually resulting from cosmic ray colli-
sions; these collisions yield charged pi mesons with a
continuum of energies. So we are as yet a, step or two away
from physically measurable quantities.
Calculation of the equilibrium spectrum of
	 Or
electrons in space is the logical extension of this research.
We have the energy spectrum of electrons due to the decay o
i
monoer;ergetic pions in interstellar spay-e. The electron
1	 spectrum at each pion energy must then be we Lghted over the
whole range of pion 'energies according, to the energy distri-
4
butior. of pions created by monoenergetic cosmic ray colli -
sions. The resulting electron spectrum for each cosmic ray
collisi,o, nal energy must in turn be weighted by the esti-
mated distribution in energy of the cosmic rays in space.
{ The ;ensuing distribution is the total production spectrum
of electrons in space from cosmic ray collisions. 	 This can
be	 with	 input	 in the	 diffusioncombined	 other	 data
	
particle
equations to obtain the equilibrium spectrum of electrons,
which may 'then be compared r-# th the measurements to be made
by scientific space vehicles. 
  investigators employing the	 rn--p-ePrevious 	 h
decay to calculate the
	






. ,^^.^.roduce certain a 	 roximatloltshave found it co	 pP




obtaining an expression for NTqie . The assumptions
generally utilized are; (1) an isotropic electron distri-
bution in the µCMS, and (2) ryµ w y7r in the 7rLS. Since
our analysis of the decays treats these situations exactly,
possible approximation errors generated in these earlier
	
f"	 calculations will be avoided.
Our 7r-p, -e formulation offers the advantage that
4!
	
.,	 it holds for all pion energies.. We are restricted neither
to very small nor very large values of 	 pTr .	 These results
u
will therefore be applicable to any processes in which
intermediate energy pions play a significant part.
Possible Future- Uses
Though the treatment of	 Tr-µ-e	 decay is of
interest in itself, its principal value is that it can be
x,
used as a building block in the 'solution of several other
ii, problems.
	
The equilibrium population of electrons in the
= galaxy, previously outline: # is i one.
	
Another possible
_problem is the spectra of electrons from hyperon and kaon
decays, since these heavier unstable particles frequently
decay into pions
The kaons are presently of particular interest.
When the energy of cosmic rays is sufficiently far above 
r





certain number of charged K mesons will be created in
addition t_ the more frequent pi mesons. It would be use-
ful, therefore, to know the energy spectrum of electrons
from K- decay as well e s from Tr decay.
The predominant mode of charged kaon decay is
K (K+ —i-µ+ + v) , with a branching ratio of nearly 60%
µ2
(Snow and Shapiro [ 1961 1). Since the muon from K^2 decay
appears to exhibit the same decay asymmetry as the muon
ana lysisfrom pion decay (Williams [19611), our kinematical anal 
of 7r -µ-e decay is expected to apply to K-p-e decay as
^f




The	 K	 mode	 (K+ —r 7r+ + 7r"), with a branching
~ 72
ratio of 26%
	 i s the second most important chargedkaon^	 Ii
mode.	 The distribution of pions from	 K	 decay, when com-
biped with our	 Nresults	 would	 ie	 ,	 ^	 y ld the distribution
_	 7Tl ^
' of electrons from
	 K	 decay.	 These two	 K	 decay modesY	 y7r
alone should account for nearly 80% of the electrons even-
tually resulting from charged 	 K	 decay.
s It will be remembered that our formulas for 	 N
74 e
were derived in closed form.	 This could prove an advantage
in applicati()ns of pion decay, since it offers the possi-
bility of obtaining ara,.lytical solutions to the problems.'






In this study the energy spectra of electrons from
charged pion decays in interstellar space have been deter-
mined. The predominant 7-µ-e mode is considered. The
analysis starts with the known distribution of electrons
from muon decay in the moon rest frame. After Lorentz
transformation to the pion rest frame, the muon distribu-
tion from pion decay is introduced. All directions are
related to a fixed set of axes. The muon momentum and
angular dependence is then integrated out.	 A second vela-
T
tivistic transformation yields the electron energy and
angular distribution in the system in which the pion decays
.& in flight.	 Integration over the electron direction then
gives the energy spectra of the electrons.
thatIt is found	 as a direct consequence of the
relativistic transformation kinematics, the distribution
function assumes a different mathematical form in four well-
defined regions- of pi meson -energy. 	 Within three of these
pion ranges, four regions of electron energy must be





there are three electron energy regions. The normalization
requirement yields a useful check on the distribution in the
pion rest and moving frames.
Numerical values of the electron energy spectra
Y,	 were computed on an IBM 7094 for twenty-six pion kinetic
[ X'
energy values covering a range from 3 mev to about 110 bev.
The peak of the distribution is found to decrease monotoni-
cally from 0.31 x 10 -1 mW l at Y = 1.02,to 0.20 x 10-4
mev
-1 at	 _ 800^r
The present formulation has the advantage that it
dispenses with such frequently invoked assumptions as
electron angular isotropy in the moon rest frame, and large
pion energies. Since the final expressions for the electron
spectra are in closed form, they offer the possibility of
analytical solutions in problems involving 7r-µ-e decay.
No direct comparison with scientific satellite or space7
probe measurements can as yet be made, but it is expected
that the present results can be combined with other data to






ANGLE AND ENERGY LIMITS AFTER LORENTZ TRANSFORMATION
When a transformation is effected. from one Lorentz
rf	 frame to another, the permitted values of energy and direc^	 P	 gY	 -
tion of a particle undergo change. Consider a system in
f
p
L	 ,.	 I N





Pand let its direction be unrestricted.	 Take this
e max'
system to be moving with speed 	 along the polar axis of a	 !
ILI
second system in wick
	 Pe	 and	 6 e 	are the electron
^s momentum and polar angle, respectively.	 See	 	 ,	 p	 y. Fig. Al. 1





The energy transformation equation may be written	 +
E	 =
r
yE	 + p P	 cos 8 (A-1e	 e	 > e	 e
ti	 ti
in which	 e e
	is the polar angle in the	 Pe system, and,L]
2
' where	 y	 is the usual./
	





coincidentally, the Pe frame happen; to be the rest frame
of some decaying particle, then the kinematic parameters
f
y and p are simply the nondimensionalized energy and
momentum of the decay particle, respectively.
It is quite easy to see that E  reaches its
maximum value at
' E	
_ ry E	 + p (A-2)e max	 a max	 a max .
This corresponds to a momentum
P	 = ry P	 + p E (A-3)
e max	 a max	 e_ max
^.w
To establish expressions for the minimum energy value it is




	 F > p
 max'
^For	 p < p	 ,	 a-deductive proof may bee max ed.omitt
M,It is easy to verify that the conditions 	 6= Tr and p ee
p	 in the rest frame will yield
ti
E e	 - me	 '	 p	 pemin	 max A-4( )
in the moving frame of the decay 'particle. 	 This is, of
course, the absolute minimum energy permitted to the elec-















Consider p > pe max. For fixed ry and Ee, E  in Eq.




Ele	 ry Ee - p Pe
ry
Now d Ee / d Pe < Q for p pe, so that Ee decreases
ti




E  min ry E  max p Pe max$	 p > Pe max	 (A-6)
ry
P_	
_^ E 	- v 	 vin	 (A-7)r--.
3114
N










Thus a circle Pe as constant in the rest frame transforms
in the lab system to an ellipse with center displaced a
k
distance h = p E  along the positive x axis, and with
rV
semimaj or axis a = yP
e	 e
and semiminor axis b = P . See









a 	 ype -pEe	 (A- 11)
l
ti
From the behavior of Eqs . (A-9) - (A-11) with 	 Pe,	 it is
possible to demonstrate that momentum ellipses resulting
ti
from different	 Ee	are completely nested, with the outer-
...
ti
most corresponding to 	 E	 .	 See Figs. A4 and A5.
e max
rw	 rVVote that	 a + h
	
Efor	 ,
-	 e - E e max	 which	 e
- corresponds to point	 A `	 in both figures, is just	 Pe max
of Eq. (A-3) . It is evident from Fig. A4 that for the case
p	 > p	 the ellipse	 P	 = P	 yields	 P	 0, ina max	 e	 e min
rV	 rV
agreement with Eq. (A-5) .
	





































corresponding to point B in Fig. A5, is ;just Pe min for the
ca' e p
	 < p , given by Eq. (A-7)e max
r%
Angle Limits
The most convenient (though not the most rigorous)
I-T
method of obtaining the angular extremes in the moving
,y




From Figs. A4 and A5, one can see that, for any
allowed value of
	





p r _ That is, forward emission is always possible. 	 Define, for
Ia
Pe max > P
ti	 ti
Pe	 'Y Pe	 p E e (A-13)t_	 max	 max
corresponding to point	 C_	 in Fig. A.	 Then for values of
Pe	smaller than	 Pe	 there is some momentum ellipse fort

















For values of Pe larger than Pet , however, there is an
upper limit on the angle of emission permitted. From the
N
Lorentz transformation of E  
max 
this is seen to be
	
ym = yp '	 Pe > Pet ' Pe max ? P	 (A-16)
where
N
^^^ - Ee .max
	y 	 (A-17)p	 p Pe
1
r For	 pe < p,	 clearly	 6 	 is always restricted. 	 Asmax
before
.1 _	 FV	 (A-18)ym	 yp	 Pe max	 p .
ti
These relations for the	 6e	 extremes can also be
derived on a more formal basis than has been done here.
It should be pointed out that the above limita-
tions on energy and angle hold not merely for electrons but
for any particle that is transformed from one frame where it
,i
has a continuum of momenta between zero and some maximum,
to some other Lorentz frame of the type defined.









p may be associated with the nondimensionalized energy and
momentum of some decay particle, it should be remmbered
than; this is coincidental, not necessary. For this reason,
the T and p need not characterize the particle directly
causing he decay; the may reprA ecnt an . article fromg	 Y^	 y	 Y	 r--^-'	 Y P
T "	 whose rest frame the electrons are being transformed.z
r	 i f
Therefore-, the above expressions for energy and angle
ltd3 ,.,s will hold for transforming the electron not only
"	 from the muon rest frame to the pion rest frame with ry
y , but also from the pion rest frame to the pion moving










REGION OF MUON ANGULAR INTEGRATION
To determine the region over which the muon di-
rection must be it is to	 theintegrated, necessary	 examine
variation of the muon. polar angle T with U for specific
values of T and 6 .	 Expression (42) for sin T	 is a con-
e e +
starting point.	 One can mvenient learn much abot the prop-
erties of T+ by imposing known physical and mathematical
restrictions on its values.
first	 sin Thee areWe shall	 require	 T 0.^,	 ^
y,	 r eight separate cases to be considered.
(1) s, y, 5
	
> 0. The ratio of the second terme








The (+) root is not restricted.	 The(-) root_, however,	 is	 :.
prohibited whenever the ` second term is the larger,	 i.e., _	 J
r > 1.	 This occurs when s> y, or 8 e > Vie.e
121
II
(2' s y < O j O e > 0. Since s is now
negative; r becomes
2 —25 e 	be
L 	 +	 •
s.2
The	 root is not permitted when 6 e > - y, i.e.,
6 e < 7r - Vie•
(3)





root is not allowed when	 e	 > V - 7\
e	 e
—y t(6)
	 s,	 5	 < 0,	 The root in	 sin? ise
p robibited if	 < ?\
e	 e
(7)	 s > 0;	 y, 5	 < 0.	 The root is never
permitted.	 The	 root is likewise not permitted if
>
e	 e-
(8)	 s., 5	 < 0;	 y > 0.	 The root is pro-
e
bibited.	 The	 root is probibited for	 0	 < 7r - 7\ e*e
These results are summarized in Table B-I. The
restrictions of	 e	 and	 e	 are discussed below,
eL	 eH
We now require Eqs. (41) and (42) to yield real
S 9 b e > 0; y < 0. Since the first term in
gative, the (-) root is always forbidden.
is also forbidden when e > r - ?ee
s < 0; Y, 5 e > 0. The	 root is pro-
< ? 
e ) the	 root also is
S) 
_






ALLOWED SIN 7^ ROOTS
e Allowed Root
8eL< 8 e < 7'e +
.,.
7\	 <
Tr/2, I U I <'^r/ 2 TA < e < 7r	 Tl, +
" 7\e < e e Nona
a e < Te  None




T e > 7r/20 I UI <7r/2 7r 	 >`e <
r
e e <	 e
+
Te < 8e None
^`
e e
< 7r - >\e None
L
^e > 7r/ 2 , I U I>7r/2 7r- Te < e e <	 e







roots. This means that
	
sin 0e > sin	 e sin U	 (B-1)^ 
.-
must be satisfied. Tbis cuts off the 0e values that can
contribute to a given (fie, U) combination. For 0. < 7r/2,
	
call this limiting value 0e 
	





= sin	 sin U	 (B-2)
The effect of this cutoff is seen in Table B-I.
One can make a series of sketches illustrating
the various conditions in Table B-I. We have done this,
and the pictures seerm to verify the existence of two, one,
or no solutions in the corresponding cases. Sample calcu-
lations for nineteen different combinations of
	
T
e l U.	 and
0 
et covering all the possible cases in Table B-1, have been
performed.	 All the results are in agreement with the Table.
The conditions	 sin T < 1	 and	 cos2	 < I	 yield
no new restrictions.























And from Eq. (B-2)
e
eL = 0 for ( U _ 0
T  :for	 U	 7r/2 Te<7r/2
6 eH	
7r - 
'`e for - ( U I n 7r/2






U eL = 0 f or I U( _ 0
	







	 11 (	 7r/2
°rr for	 ( U (	 7r
qr/2
7e > 7r/2
Before drawing diagrams of the variation of ?\
G
vs. U with 
ee 
as parameter, we wish to prove that z+
(z_) increases (decreases) monotonically with y for
fixed U. This will assure us that no intersection of
curves corresponding to different6e values` occurs.
The derivative of z with respect to Y is
given by
A2az+
b e s cot C	 (B-6)r	 y	
-.
r
.	 _ N ,jg
I125
where
cot C =—	 (B-7)
42'-y2
This may also be written as
A2 6z+ 	 sin g	 s
a	 3 
_
• B ' )
y A "-y
Thus the derivative of z goes to zero when sin T = C
(Cf. . Eqs . [B-33).
	
It	
It is necessary to consider separately the four
cases in Table B-I. Consider the first case, for which s
	
x	 and s e are positive. In the second term of Eq. (B-6),
multiplying cot C by s merely alters the level of the
points a bit but not the general ,shape of the curve. See
4
k	 Figs. B1 and B2 For z+, the addition of the First term
translates the whole curve upward so that az+/dy goes to
-s zero for some value of 9 e > r/2. See Fig. B3. From Eqs.
	
a	 (B-3) and(B-8) together with Table B-L i is seen that this
point corresponds to Tr- Te, the largest possible 6e;
value. The change of z+ with y is always positive,
therefore, for given values of e and U .,
In similar fashion one can treat z for this
w








T e is the maximum 8e value allowed for the negative root,
this means that az _ray is always negative.
C
	
cases that z+ (z) increases (decreases) monotonically
In much the same manner one can show for all
with y for fixed 
e 
and U No T vs 'U curvesL.
corresponding to different 8e values can therefore
intersect.




SOLUTION OF Li INTEGRALS
f
w - To evaluate the Li integrals given by Eqs . (40),
for the six different cases, it is helpful to introduce
Y	 certain families of integrals in terms of which the L.
can eventually be expressed.
Define
1 + sin a
I (1) _	 dr	 1	 (C-1)n	 n
ru	 ^1-sing
r,-
^•y 1+ sin g
rn,
I
1 - sin a
wh er e
Cp (a) _ -r2 + 2r - Y2 = sing a	 (r - 1)
2
	(C-3)
Y' = cos a	 (C -4)
The In and In are related by
129
In - 























and J  satisfy the relation
n^
	
Y 1  (a)	
in^-1 
(a) - i 0)	 (C -9)
^^ G
	 1By appropriate substitutions and with the aid ofpartial
fractions it is possible to show that
^'	 J1 _	 I1
	 (C-10)






d	 a I + d	 (C-12)
X
4To this point the relations are all independent of the
magnitude of the angle a.
It will be noted that the Jn integrals are
i-
expressible in terms of the Jn . The Jn integrals are
related to the Zn, which in turn may be written in terms
of the In . This provides a convenient chain for the




Having established the basic integral families,
we proceed now to the solution of the Li for the six
cases corresponding to the different regions of integratior.
Consider first 0  max < Te
 < zr/2





_ ( , ym)





















v sinTe sin U	 (C-16)
yields directly
{4
L1	 e max4 J (8 	_)	 (C- 17)
^i
L2 requires a bit of manipulation.
e^ 	Um	 T+ (U, ym)	 {
L
2	
2	 cos U d U
	













{	 Consider the integration, in two parts
L2 L2 + L2	 (C- 19)
Um








2 = 0 [ sin T .,cos	 n. ^_ - sin 	 cos T+3 ccsUdU (C-21)
where
0 = 1 0+ - T. )	 (C -22)
By expanding sin (T_ T+) one can show with the aid of
Eqs . (41) and (42) that
w = cos-1 (ym/A) .
	
(C-23)
Change the integration variable to w in L' One obtains^ 2
Vx.;. mI^
a ma
22 yM 2w tali w sec co dw
2 sin Te 1	 y	 s ec co
o	 _m
y
With a second change of variable	 v = ym see w	 and inte-
gration by parts it can beshown that this integral reduces
nicely to
L	 _ ---2----	 J l (6	 )	 ( C - 24)2 nsi T	 e maxe







^," = 2 y
	
(A2-25 2) ,^2-y
m cosUdU2	 m	 e
Q	 A4
With the substitution (C -16) this will take the torch
2
L" 
- - CJ^'(0	 )	 2 & 2 12 (	 )	 (C-25)2 sin Te 	a max	 e	 e max
Tbus
^- -	 2	 2 —	 2
	
L2 sin e I (1'+Ym)J fee max)-2"^)e ym J {fie max)	 (^-26)
Proceed to the next integral,



















After z integration, one can rearrange L4 in the form











L4 = 3	 [z (U Ym)3- z+(U P Ym) 3 ^ sin 2UdU	 (C-32)
O
w















4	 3 s3,n2,e	 e m 	 1 e max
(6 2 + ym2 + 45 e2ym) JZe 	 ( 0 e max)
(C-34)
e
	 YM	 e max	 a max
For the solution of L5
Um	 z.. (U , Ym)
	
5 2	 dU	 z2dz
Q	 +(u Ym)
Um
_	 Cz_(U, m 	 z (U, 7
m)3
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The first may be recognized as
4 6 2 — 2 3 ( —	 ) 0e ym 1 Oe max
I
(C-39)





+e max	 e	 YM	 e max
+ 
dl (e e	 ]	 (C-40)max)




— 2	 3	 2 +
	
2	 2
Ym	 J	 (O e max	 e	 yra	 e, max
q (C-41)
e max
The last integral for this case is
A	 x+(U, YM)
L6 =2 cos UdU 2x dx







	 3	 1x+ (U ) ym) 3 - x_ (U, ym) 3 ]cosUdU .
0	 (c-42)
In the usual manner the terms in x+3 - x"3 may be combined
to give
L6 = 3 s^ (s e3 + 35 eym2) J2 (e e max)-45e
  3ym2 J3 
(fie max)].e
(C-43)
All the Li integrals for the 
case 7e max < Te
v/2, therefore, may be expressed in terms of the basic
family of Jn .. The I  are all known integration forms.
With the aid of the condition y  > 0 for this case, one
finds, that




01j	 )	 rr	 _ 2J 
`e max	 4 (1 ym )
j1(ee max) - 2 (^' ym)
(C-45)
J2 e max) _ 4 (1 ym2)
ym
J3(ee max ) = ---^=3(1.ym2)(1+3 ym2l6ym
Substitution of these J  va lues into the derived ex-
pressions for Li yields Eqs. (47)
In the limit Oe max 0 the Li are all zero
and, hence, so is the distribution function. This, of
course, must be true from a physical viewpoint. Eqs. (47)
in the limit	
e e	 - Te - 7F/2	 agree with the resultsmax
obtained from integrating directly over the right hand
rectangle in Fig. 9.
The procedure for evaluating the L.	 in the
remaining five :cases is generally the same as that outlined
- above.	 However, it must be admitted that,, a s the reg ions
of integration grow larger, th e number of terns and the
complication of the integrals increase.
l It should be remarked that there exist symmetry
relations between the various cases, which one can sometimes
{ r
a1.3 9
conveniently employ to shorten the solutic-n of the
integrals.
in the remaining five cases, as above, one finds
that the L
i 





























ANGULAR LIMITS IN PION LABORATORY FRAME
Corresponding. to 	 y
m 	 m
 
and	 y	 = y p	 in the
pion rest frame there are restrictions on the electron
direction in the pion moving frame.	 To derive these condi-
tions, it will be convenient to employ the momentum
ellipses again.	 One must distinguish several cases.
Consider first^ w.	 It is important to keep7r _
in mind that
	 y^ = -1




and	 ym = yP	 for	 Pe > Pe	 corresponds to	 N2 .	 Define 1t
4
ry	
_ 'TT Tet + PTr pet
(D-l)
w
Per	 P7 'Yet + 'Y 7F Pet
where	 p
















For	 pe min < Pe	 Pes o	 it is seen from Fig. Dl
that otily values of	 P 	 contribute for which	 Pe > Pet.
Thgrc .f^re N = NZ .	 Notice that the	 y values span the
range yx to	 1, wh ere
yX =l'V le " w 	 (D-3)
p7r P e
which is found in the usual way from the relativistic
1i transformation equations. _For pe C pe < pe , both Pe < Pe_.	 s	 ^.	 r	 1	 tPe 
t 
contribute. For Pe < Pe
t
 N N with










For	 P	 > Pe ,	 N _ N ` and y	 such that	 Yx ^ y < y te	 rt
are allowed.
For p	 <





N = N2	 and	 y	 is'
limited to	 yx < y < 1.
Consider now w > ^^ > ^e	 Define
_. t	 :.
zF





P et T v - P^'w
_
where pet has meaning only for w > ry7, . It is seen that
Pet corresponds to the point T in Fig. D2. It can be
proved that 4y et > 'es for w > 'Y 7r It can also be shown
that 
'yer > 'Yet if 77r > ryµ (which is true for this case)
and yer < 
Yet if TTr < y  . The conditions under wick
N  or N2 are used can be derived in mucr the same way for
the case w > 
'YTr > 'Yet as for the previous case.
For v-{ L -e decay simple calculations shows that
Tet > 
ryµ . There will, therefore, be two more cases to
consider, ryet > Y7 ^ ayµ 	 and	 yµ > 'Yir •	Their momentum
ellipses are illustrated in Figs. D3 and D4.
	
They are
likewise handled in the same manner as in the first case.
;E For these latter two cases note that
ry
t
.: s	 t	 t
A complete summary of the 1range of permissible








rPe _ Pe - emax
	
'^











Fig. D1 Momentum Ellipses for y 7 7v
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Joseph N. Scanlon - 1964
Abstract of
THE ENERGY SPECTRA OF ELECTRONS
FROM PION-MUON-ELECTRON DECAYS
IN INTERSTELLAR SPACE
The energy spectra of electrons resulting from the
decay of charged pions in interstellar space via the pion-
muon-electron mode has been studied.
Cosmic ray protons in their journey through space
will collide with the atoms and molecules of the interstel-
lar hydrogen gas. When the energy of collision is suffi-
ciently high above the threshold for creation of additional
particles, charged pi mesons will be produced in abundance.
The charged pions almost immediately , decay, mainly into mu
mesons and neutrinos.	 Since the muons are also unstable,
they quickly decay into electrons and neutrinos. 	 1
The analysis of the
	 ion-muon-electron decay be-Y	 P	  
=1
gins in the muon rest frame with the known asymmetric dis-
tribution of electrons from muon decay.	 A Lorentz trans-
formation is made to the pion rest frame, where all direc-
tions are related to a fixed set of axes.	 After the limits
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angular dependence are integrated out. A second relativis-
tic transformation gives the electron energy and angular
distribution in the frame of the moving pion. A final in-
tegration over the electron direction yields the energy
spectra of the electrons.
The formulas for the distribution function are
derived in closed form. As a direct consequence of the kin-
.	 ematics of the relativistic transformations, the electron
t	 distribution is represented by different mathematical ex-
pressions in four distinct regions of pi meson energy which
cover the whole range from zero to infinity. Within these
pion ranges, there is a similar breakdown into separate re-
gions of electron energy; for the region of largest pion
energy there are three distinct electron energy regions, and
in the other cases there are four.
i	 Extensive use has been made of IBM 7094 computers
to obtain numerical results, The electron distribution__
function', has been calculated for twenty-six values of _pion
kinetic energy covering a range from 3 mev to more than 110
bev. The peak of the distribution is found to decrease
monotonically from 0.31 x 10 l mev 1 at 3 mev to 0.20 x_10 4
mev l at 112 bev. A large number of electron energy values
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ization calculation, which serves as a useful check on the
formulation. Computer programs were used to generate both
tables and graphs of the electron spectra.
The present treatment introduces neither of the
	
µ	 frequently used assumptions of (l) very large pion energy
and (2) electron angular isotropy in the muon rest system,
	rf.	
so it can be used under more general circumstances.
It is expected that the current analysis can be
applied with minor modifications to the kaon-muon-electron
mode of the charged K mesons. The electron distribution
results from pion decay may be applied in either analytical 	 {
or numerical form to investigate reaction chains in which
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